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This book demonstrates how bio-inspiration can lead to fully autonomous flying
robots without relying on external aids. Most existing aerial robots fly in open
skies, far from obstacles, and rely on external beacons, mainly GPS, to localise
and navigate. However, these robots are not able to fly at low altitude or in
confined environments, and yet this poses absolutely no difficulty to insects.
Indeed, flying insects display efficient flight control capabilities in complex
environments despite their limited weight and relatively tiny brain size. From
sensor suite to control strategies, the literature on flying insects is reviewed from
an engineering perspective in order to extract useful principles that are then
applied to the synthesis of artificial indoor flyers. Artificial evolution is also utilised
to search for alternative control systems and behaviors that match the constraints
of small flying robots. Specifically, the basic sensory modalities of insects, vision,
gyroscopes and airflow sense, are applied to develop navigation controllers for
indoor flying robots. These robots are capable of mapping sensor information
onto actuator commands in real time to maintain altitude, stabilize the course and
avoid obstacles. The most prominent result of this novel approach is a 10-gram
microflyer capable of fully autonomous operation in an office-sized room using flyinspired vision, inertial and airspeed sensors. This book is intended for all those
interested in autonomous robotics, in academia and industry.
This title will provide the reader with the advanced techniques to truly master the
new photographic media. Structured around the three main areas of shooting the
image, enhancing the image and enjoying the image, the Digital Photography
series makes the world of digital imaging simple while concentrating on the
photographic aspect. With the aid of inspirational images we are shown in easy
steps how the image was taken, manipulated on the computer and output in the
desired form.
Learn to set up and take high-quality photographs with your digital camera. This
easy-to-follow guide explains how to enhance and improve existing images as
well as print your photos and publish them on the Web for others to see. You'll
also get coverage of related equipment including editing software, hardware addons, and online image management tools.
Photographer and writer Shawn M. Tomlinson, author of the Photo Curmudgeon
column and books, makes creating black and white and toned photos simple with
this how-to guide. "In a world dominated by colorful images, black and white and
toned photographs can stand out as something different, something somehow
more beautiful," Tomlinson writes. "To really work in the 21st century, a black and
white or toned image must be special. It must express something not there in
color. There must be a reason to change the reality of the image by turning it
grayscale, not just that you can. All that said, there is absolutely nothing like a
truly great black and white image." The author covers the basics of B&W and
toned photos including processing techniques, printing, presentation in eBooks,
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and much more. This is an expanded and revised edition of the original eBook.
Learn to use Nikon’s new D2H digital camera with the help of B. Moose Peterson
experienced wildlife photographer and a Nikon Legend Behind the Lens. His new Magic
Lantern guide will get you up to speed in no time, with advice on how to take advantage
of the D2H’s quick response and extremely low shutter lag time. Utilize Nikon’s MultiCAM 2000 autofocus technology, 3D Matrix meter, continuous shooting mode, and
imaging sensor that captures professional quality photos. Get all the necessary
information on “shooting digital,” complete with details on flash, filters, and digital film.
Peterson’s tips and hints, plus his own remarkable digital images, make this a “must
have” manual to the entire Nikon D2H system.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the
modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital
technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -- PM
is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
Written by the foremost experts in forensic clinical medicine, this volume is the first
book in this new subspecialty. The text provides the information emergency physicians
and residents need about the medicolegal aspects of treating victims of sexual assault,
child abuse, elder abuse, and domestic violence. It offers detailed guidelines on
interviewing and examining the victim and collecting, preserving, and documenting
evidence for legal proceedings. This text includes an insightful chapter on expert
testimony written by a physician with a law degree, as well as a chapter on forensic
photography and a chapter by an FBI agent on perpetrators. A Brandon-Hill
recommended title.
Photographer/writer Shawn M. Tomlinson explains the reasons why you need a second
DSLR camera, and how to choose one. "The point is that, as a photographer, your
DSLR is your main instrument or tool," Tomlinson writes. "You need to be so familiar
with it that it is automatic for you to get it to do what you want." He covers the basics of
buying and working with a second DSLR, illustrating points with many photos. In part
two, 'The Workhorse DSLR: Revisiting the Canon EOS 20D," he explains in detail the
joys of this great camera. "Still, it all comes back to the 20D. It was and is a workhorse
of a DSLR, mostly metal and rugged, and it produces spectacular images. I use mine
frequently. Sure, it has a little more grain than my newer DSLRs, but grain is not a bad
thing. The colors are fantastic, as are those produced by most Canon cameras." The
author covers the basics of buying and working with the Canon EOS 20D, illustrating
points with many photos from that DSLR.
Photographer and writer Shawn M. Tomlinson reconsiders the camera brand that got him
started long before digital single-lens reflex cameras existed. In this 12th volume of Shawn M.
Tomlinson's Guide to Photography, the author outlines the history of the camera maker, its film
and digital cameras, and explains why Pentax still is a viable choice for the serious amateur,
enthusiast, semi-pro and professional photographer. From the book: "I was a Pentax Loyalist
for years, then a Pentax Apologist, then I rather switched that fight it anymore, then I began to
re-appreciate Pentax. ... The point was/is that I write these guide books to help the less-thanwealthy budding photographer get the best equipment possible for the lowest prices possible.
... I write this stuff because I know what it's like to yearn for the newest, shiniest cameras and
lenses, yet at the same time know that I cannot possibly afford them. I know there are a lot of
other people out there who have the same problem."
This book introduces you to professional photography and composition principles, tricks and
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techniques of iphoneography, photosharing, and more. Do you have a smartphone with you
right now? If you do, along with this book, you've got everything you need to make amazing
photography. The first three chapters of the book use digital photography history to give you an
overview of the capabilities that you can employ, and the remainder of the book is focused on
hands on techniques of iphoneography so that you are getting professional results. This title
uses the iPhone and iPhone apps in its examples; your own smart phone and individual apps
may be different, but the techniques you'll gain from this book, and the insights into your own
creative potential are not dependent on specific equipment. Maybe you occasionally take a
great shot with your smartphone camera but you wonder what you need to keep doing right to
make that kind of difference in all your shots. Maybe you're suspecting that you no longer need
to lug around a DSLR camera to bring home great photographs. And maybe you just get a
charge out of capturing inspired moments and sharing them in all the glory deserve with
others. WHAT YOU'LL LEARN: • An understanding of the methods used in DSLR photography
vs iPhoneography. • The connection between the iPhone and the artist. • Practical tips and
techniques for creating photos and art with your iPhone. • Taking your visions further with
discovery and chance explorations.• Connecting with the iPhoneography and iPhone Art
community. WHO THIS BOOK IS FOR: The audience is threefold: 1.) Amateur photographers
who already sense that their smartphone is the only tool they truly need in order to grow their
skills 2.) Serious photographers who are part of the growing "mobile art" movement that
emphasizes creative eye over hardware 3.) Anyone with a smartphone who wants to take
better photos (because anyone with a smartphone is already taking photos with regularity
anyway)
The purpose of this book is to provide a complete guide on how to successfully implement
digital photography in the fields of law enforcement and government. It discusses the careful
considerations that must be taken when using digital photography in such fields. It also
examines a number of types of equipment that need to be included in a digital system. The
ideas found within the book are organized into detailed sections, each explaining an important
concept pertaining to digital technology. Other specific issues are explored, such as an ideal
photography/videography workstation, an ideal laptop computer for digital
photography/videography, legal ramifications, implementation for long-term compatibility,
digital photography versus traditional photography, digital equipment suitable for photographic
imaging use, video and surveillance, and photographic enhancement versus alteration versus
manipulation. The high quality of digital photography is also clearly illustrated in four figures
displayed throughout the book. The book will not only be a beneficial tool when learning about
digital photography, but also a valuable reference when implementing it.
Most amateurs dream of taking professional-quality portraits; Steve Sint can show them how.
After shooting over a million portraits, he has a wealth of knowledge to share, on everything
from the basics of good composition to the fine details of advanced lighting techniques. Sint
simply delivers a complete course in digital portrait photography: he discusses set-ups and
backdrops; the most flattering ways to pose both individuals and groups; tips on making the
sessions fun and comfortable for everyone; and insider info on using electronic flash, both
indoors and out. For those hoping to go pro, an entire chapter offers all the nuts and bolts
information needed to turn your passion into a career!

Photographer and writer Shawn M. Tomlinson, author of the Photo Curmudgeon
column and books, explains in detail the joys of working with a professional, albeit
older, DSLR, the Nikon D1. "In fact, you can put your hands on a professional DSLR
body and a lens for around $200 if you really want to know what all the fuss is about,"
Tomlinson writes. "No, I'm not talking about a Nikon D4S that, ah, 'fell off a truck.' I'm
talking about the very first, ground-up DSLR for the professional market. The Nikon
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D1." The author covers buying and working with the Nikon D1, illustrating points with
many D1 photos. In the second part, Tomlinson explains the usefulness of prime
lenses. He considers the uses, advantages and disadvantages, and provides a
conversational approach to making the move to primes. "In this short guide, I give you
some pointers about what prime lenses do, what type you may need for your particular
photographic vision and how to choose what you need," Tomlinson writes.
Congratulations! You have one of the most versatile, feature-rich digital SLRs on the
market, and this full-color guide helps you make the most of it. Learn how to set up your
Nikon D70 or D70s and adjust it for every subject and circumstance. Get professional
advice on choosing lenses, composing more than twenty-five types of shots, even
downloading and displaying your photos. Wherever your imagination takes you, take
this book along. Use the Quick Tour to get the feel of your camera right away Shift
easily between semi-automatic and manual modes Work with flash and available
lighting to achieve different effects Explore special lenses like macro, vibration
reduction, and teleconverters Discover the secrets of perfect action, business, portrait,
or nature photography Make downloading and editing problem-free
Long-time columnist and lifelong photographer Shawn M. Tomlinson writers about the
art and technique of photography with wit and humor. He focuses in his Photo
Curmudgeon columns on getting started in as well as moving into advanced
photography. Instead of concentrating upon the newest, shiniest photographic
equipment, Tomlinson works with all levels of older equipment, makes
recommendations and recounts his own "Voyages of Photography." He helps the
novice get started with higher end, older cameras and lenses, and helps with photo
editing suggestions and techniques.
This book is much more than just a history of the high-quality cameras and lenses that
have made the Nikon brand a household name; it is also a chronicle of the birth of this
most famous of Japanese photography equipment manufacturers and the way in which
it has evolved over 100 years to keep abreast of advances in technology and ahead of
the competition. This fully updated and expanded third edition is heavily illustrated
throughout with rare archive material from around the world, and augmented by a feast
of original shots and pictures of the cameras in use. The text is backed up by extensive
appendices containing everything the avid Nikon collector needs to know. A celebration
of the birth of this most famous of Japanese photography equipment manufacturers
Nikon 2017 was the 100th Anniversary of Nikon. Fully updated and expanded third
edition for 2018.

You've been waiting for an affordable dSLR with the quality and versatility of the
Nikon D200. Packed with great techniques and full-color examples, this book
helps you take advantage of all the D200's features. From the Quick Tour on how
to use your D200 to the intricacies of setting white balance, working with the
flash, converting NEF, and shooting superb images in more than twenty common
situations, it's all here—and it goes anywhere you and your Nikon can. Get a clear
understanding of your camera's challenges and advantages Choose the right
shooting, exposure, and focus modes for each type of shot Use extended ISO
and noise reduction Explore how various lenses can enhance your work Work
with different flash options and available light Visit our Web site at
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www.wiley.com/compbooks
One Sunday morning in August 2014, I was looking at maps and Google satellite
images of the general area where I live. I was looking for a new, interesting place
to photograph. Earlier that year, I had started the discipline of taking photographs
every day. Which is great and all, but sometimes a new location can re-inspire.
IÍd already found several new places using the satellite images posted on Google
and had taken some good photos there. The images showed me Central Park in
Schenectady where IÍd had a lot of fun as a child centuries before. Then I noticed
the words ñRose Garden.î I shot close to 600 photos in the Rose Garden, then
went home, uploaded them and started to see what I got. What I got turned out to
be an epiphany for me. It changed the way I approach photography. It changed
the way I see through the viewfinder and it gave me an appreciation for roses
and other flowers.
Presenting the thoroughly revised, fully illustrated edition of The Nikon
Compendium, updated by the technical editor of Nikon Owner magazine to
include all the new Nikon cameras, lenses, and accessories. This is what Nikon
enthusiasts have eagerly awaited: the most complete Nikon reference book ever.
At almost double the length of the original, the guide describes virtually every
Nikon camera ever produced, right up to the wide variety of popular digital
models. It aids identification, offers user-friendly tips, explains what system fits
with which camera, and discusses what limitations occur when equipment from
one generation is married to items from another. Professional and amateur
photographers, as well as enthusiasts, collectors, and retailers will want this on
their bookshelves.
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